
 
 
Visit our site https://vsys.host 
 
Virtual Systems is professional's choice - all our solutions are 
widely used within most demanding overseas hosting providers. 
Our rates are super aggressive - hardware and bandwidth usage 
prices are better compared to other famous European offshore 
hosting destination like Netherlands, Bulgaria, Romania or 
Russia. Added safety available: 100% legitimate solution contrary 
to DMCA takedowns & illegitimate usage of copyright claims, 
protection against DDoS attacks, proactive service monitoring 
and 24/7 technical support. To assist you cover up yourself even 
more our services are 100% anonymous and privacy focused. 
More so we accept anonymous Bitcoin payments & communicate 
via anonymous mail. 
 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT AVAILABLE 24/7. In-house technical 
support team operating 24/7. These same experienced tech 
specialists have physical access to server hardware. 15 minutes 
to respond in your ticket. 
 
99.9 PERCENT UPTIME GUARANTEE. It's an actual warranty 
backed up by SLA. Redundant Infrastructure. Servers situated in 
European contemporary datacenters. Several uplinks and 
peering. Automatic route optimization program. 
 
OFFSHORE HOSTING BENEFITS. Bitcoin payments accepted. 
Absolutely anonymous enrollment. Managing DMCA & copyright 
complaints more peacefully. More flexible content policy. Solid 
offshore hosting celebrating 10th Anniversary. 
 

https://vsys.host/


ANTI-DDOS SERVICES. We promise that client's projects are not 
affected by DDoS attacks. On request you'll be switched to 
enterprise grade in-line DDoS filters, which will carefully filter 
botnet traffic out and pass only legitimate visitors to your web site. 
 
BANDWIDTH EXCEED 400GBps. Using 400+ Gbps of IP traffic 
and also official LIR status from RIPE NCC - we rank as one of 
the largest providers in UA. Video streaming is driving demand for 
bandwidth use and we've got it at affordable prices! 
 
COMPETITIVE PLANS. We are not reselling other hosting 
company! Found a better deal? Let's negotiate if we can match it! 
We pay half less than others since we monetize the two 
ways,"inbound" for Ukrainian customers,"outbound" for traffic sent 
by our offshore clients. 
 


